Evidence for Prosecution.
Dr Bernard H. Spilsbury
That being such a very small quantity, very great care has to
be used in the taking of that sample in every way 1—Certainly.
I am not suggesting every care was not taken once it got into
the hands of the officials, of course, but I mean right from its very
inception. It must be essential that the bottle in no way could
have had arsenic in it?—Yes.
There are many ways, are there not, in which arsenic may
be properly found in a person's urine; I mean from a course of
taking this medicine such as Mrs. Armstrong was taking?—Yes.
Are there not many things which are in general use which
contain very small portions of arsenic, nothing like a fatal dose,
but very small portions, 5 grains to an ounce, for instance?—I
should say not in that amount. What do you mean by general
use?
I had in my mind glucose?—You mean foodstuffs?
Is that not right ?—I agree glucose has been prepared and has
contained quite a large amount of arsenic.
Glucose does sometimes contain arsenic?—Yes.
And glucose, of course, the jury know is very much used for
sweetening purposes ?—Yes.
In jellies and things of that sort?—Yes, it may be used for
that purpose.
I am going to deal with the medicines which Mr. Martin had.
Am I right in saying that arsenic in very small quantities is often
found as an impurity of bismuth?—It is found occasionally as an
impurity of bismuth in very minute traces, but most bismuths
supplied by chemists, wholesale and retail, are arsenic free.
I notice you say most; you mean most, do you?—Yes, I think
the amount when it is present is almost infinitesimal.
Sulphate of magnesia—would that contain arsenic?—I doubt
whether it would; again if provided for medicinal purposes.
Is that magnesium sulphate?—That is right.
Is that produced as a by-product of arsenical sulphuric acid!
—Yes, it has been produced in that way.
Is not it a fact that in magnesium sulphate produced as a
by-product of arsenical sulphuric acid, arsenic is present as
arsenic and not as an arsenious compound ?—Yes.
And a dose of this sort of about 1 ounce would contain l/5th
of a grain of arsenic acid ?—Yes, it might be prepared in that way.
Is not it sometimes prepared in that way?—If it is prepared
lor medicinal use in that way it would be subsequently purified.
What Arrangements are used generally for cleaning bottles f—
All sorts of acids, sometimes nitric acid; I use a mixture of sul-
phuric and chromic acid.
Do those contain arsenic?—Crude sulphuric acid does, and
sometimes it is difficult to get it completely free.
Then in acids used for cleaning bottles there may be a trace
of arsenic ?—Yes.
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